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Executive Summar y

This document describes the overall architecture of the Distributed Repository Framework (DRF) in
detail. The overall architecture description is an update of the internal deliverable 5.1.1 taking into
accounts the continuing technical discussions and additional arising requirements within the consortium.
Significant impact on the update of the overall architecture had the decision to integrate MAMMIE as
one external repository on one hand and the results of a survey for mandatory requirements by all
partners of the consortium on the other hand. All received and feasible requirements are described
under one bullet of the document.
For a deeper understanding of the DRF, the document includes detailed functional and architectural
descriptions of the different modules of DRF. Beginning with a description of the central main module
and its different functional sub-modules, a description of possible architectures of different types of local
repositories, and a description of the internal communication mechanism, all architectural and functional
correlations are described. The level of detail varies greatly dependent on the current state of technical
discussion with the corresponding TOSCA-MP-partners, which have not yet been completed on all
areas.
In addition, the document includes a first draft of the internal management data structures for distributed
storage of content. The presented data model shows how DTO will centrally merge and manage content
which is distributed on different sites.
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Introduction

2.1 Purpose of this Document
The purpose of TOSCA-MP deliverable 5.1 is to describe the architecture of the distributed repository
framework (DRF) in detail.

2.2 Scope of this Document
This deliverable is based on the content of deliverable 5.1.1 and describes the architecture of the
distributed repository framework in more detail. It addresses
i)
an updated overview about known requirements derived from a survey of the
TOSCA-MP partners,
ii)
a detailed description of the overall architecture of the DRF,
iii)
a detailed functional and architectural description of the different modules of the DRF,
and
iv)
a first iteration of the internal management data structures

2.3 Status of this Document
All technical descriptions in this document are based on the current status of the technical development
in TOSCA-MP. The following deliverable D5.1 will contain an improved status of the overall architecture
of the distributed repository framework. In addition, it will contain a definition of all interfaces and a
description of the internal communication protocol. D5.1 will be delivered in month 12 of the project.

2.4 Related Documents
Before reading this document it is recommended to be familiar with the following documents:


ID5.1.1 Overall Architecture Distributed Repository
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Architecture Description of the DRF

The idea of the DRF is to create a framework for the realization of network based distributed
repositories for essence and metadata in a media industry environment. The framework includes
different types of functional modules, an internal configuration and communication infrastructure and
abstract local and global user interfaces. Based on that, it is possible to build up distributed repositories
for various target applications.
The general implementation of the DRF is completely independent from specific metadata formats and
does not include any functionality for metadata analysis, manipulation and format transformation.
Depending on the requirements of the user application, such functionality can be realized in form of
additional services on top of the DRF. This modular separation enables the realization of a common
distributed repository for various types of metadata formats and schemas. The user of the repository,
who is familiar with the used metadata formats and schemas, can use the repository in the way he
needs it.
This chapter describes the envisaged basic architecture of the distributed repository framework.
Subsection 3.2 addresses the overall architecture and identifies the various sub-modules. The sub
modules are described in the following subsections in more detail.

3.1 Requirements
In the following chapter the non-functional and functional requirements for the DRF are defined.

Requirements ID

Description

RN1

Support multi-platform programming on at least Microsoft Windows and Linux
platforms

RN2

Support common programming and scripting languages like C++and Java

RN3

Use Open Source Software, with an active community and comprehensive
library documentation
Table 1: Non-functional Requirements

Requirements ID

Description

RF1

DRF should be universally applicable and support multiple TOSCA usage
scenarios

RF2

DRF should consist of distributed repositories, interconnected with a TCP/IP
network

RF3

Content and content metadata is stored only in the local repositories

RF4

DRF repositories are metadata format agnostic and can store any kind of
metadata

RF5

Local repositories should be also independently usable

RF6

DRF administrative metadata can be created and accessed via web services
Table 2: Functional Requirements
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3.2 Overall Architecture
A DRF-based repository implementation consists substantially of a number of local repositories which
are administrated and managed by a central instance, the DRF Main Module. The internal
communication and synchronization between the Main Module and the different local repositories is
realized in the DRF Message System. An overview about this envisaged overall architecture is
depicted in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: DRF – Overall Architecture
The DRF provides realizations of various types of local repositories with various sets of functionality.
That means that integrated local repositories could consist of various types of internal storage for
essence and metadata, depending on the requirements of the associated local user applications. It is
conceivable that the DRF will provide a local repository based on databases with clear defined internal
data models for dedicated type of metadata, or a very flexible repository with a XML-file based metadata
storage, able to store metadata independent from the used metadata format. Regarding the type of
storage, local repositories can consist of relational databases, triple stores, graph databases or special
types of file systems. In addition, the flexibility in realization of local repositories includes also the
possibility for specific local interfaces based on the demands of the local user applications.
The goal is to realize local repositories, which are exactly tailored to the requirements of the particular
local user applications. Which types of local repositories will be implemented in TOSCA-MP depends
strongly on the requirements from the future progress of the project.
Based on this open architecture it is possible to integrate existing third party repositories in form of a
local repository. Important for the integration is, that they have to implement the DRF data and message
interface (see section 3.3.1). Based on the defined message communication protocol, an integrated
local repository has to provide the necessary features to perform all functionality that belongs to the
different messages. For the realization of a metadata format and schema independent global interface
of the whole distributed repository, a local repository must to be able to deliver all types of included
metadata over the DRF data interface. Detailed information on the data interface and the message
communication protocol will be described in this document.
As an example for the integration of external repositories, TOSCA-MP plans the integration of the
already available repository MAMMIE from partner VRT.
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The DRF Message System is the central communication platform for exchange of configuration,
coordination and activity-request and -response messages. It realizes the message transfer, distribution
and prioritization. Every module of the DRF is connected to dedicated message queues in order to
receive relevant messages. The DRF Message System is described in detail in chapter 3.3.2.
The DRF Main Module is the central administration unit, which manages the networked distributed local
repositories. It consists of the following sub modules:


The Main Module Application realizes the central thread of the DRF Main Module. It provides
the link between the various sub-modules of the DRF Main Module and is responsible for
realization of the functionality of the global User Application Interface.



The User Access Management Module realizes a basic data access management based on
user level. It ensures that each user has only access to a specified subset of the content.



The Configuration Module realizes the configuration and maintenance of the network of
distributed local repositories. For setup and control, the module is complemented by a graphical
user interface application.



The Administration Module realizes the management of the different repositories. The module
includes the central database for collection of all information where and what content can be
found.

The DRF Main Module and its sub-modules are described in more detail in chapter 3.3.4.

3.3 Detailed Description of Modules
This chapter provides the detailed description of the major components of the DRF. The level of details
depends on the current development progress in the project.
3.3.1

Local Repositories

In the context of TOSCA-MP, various types of local repositories will be realized. The idea is that a local
repository stores the content generated by user applications in one single location. The functionality and
local interface is adapted to the requirements of the local user applications for content generation,
manipulation and management. In addition to the unified and mandatory set of functionality and
interface functions, every local repository can provide additional functionality and interface parts, which
are only available locally. But all local repository implementations have to realize the DRF Message
Interface and the DRF Standard User Interface for a consistent integration in the network of the
TOSCA-MP distributed repository.
Fig. 2 depicts the modular structure of a local repository. Beside the internal and external interfaces, it
includes a Content Handler/Transformer module, a Message Handler module and a Local
Administration Client Module. The Local Administration Client Module realizes the project
administration task in cooperation with the Administration Module in the DRF Main Module. It is
responsible for the connection of the locally stored content with the global administration structure. (See
also section 3.4). It is also able to manage local information and intermediate results, which are not
visible outside the local repository.
The Content Handler/Transformer is used to serialize metadata, which is stored in a database not
directly accessible via the data interface of the DRF Standard User Interface. If the metadata is stored
in a form that can be directly accessed then no data transformer is required. The DRF itself is
independent from the metadata formats that are stored inside. The transport of the metadata from a
local repository to the Main Module or to a user application, which have access to the Distributed
Repository over the User Application Interface of the DRF Main Module, is realized by a web services.
The Message Handler module realizes the functionality of the DRF internal message interface. It is
responsible for sending/receiving of all types of messages, as well as for the implementation of
message related specific activities.
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Figure 2: DRF – Local Repository Structure
As one version of a local repository, the application MAMMIE from VRT [1] will be integrated in the
TOSCA-MP Distributed Repository. MAMMIE is well known for most project partners and is therefore
integrated at their request. It consists of the open source Fedora Repository [2] and includes in addition
modules for media file trans-coding.
In scope of TOSCA-MP, other types of local repositories will be realized. At the date of the creation of
this document it is still not clear which additional combinations of internal storage will be useful for the
scenarios of TOSCA-MP, because the corresponding requirement definitions take place in parallel.
Most probably is a realization of an additional local repository type based on a SQL database with a
high performance interface for image based generation of semantic metadata and/or a triple store of a
graph database for RDF-triple based semantic metadata.
3.3.2

DRF Message System

The DRF Message System (DMS) allows connected repositories to exchange information with the DRF
Main Module. As an extension of the DMS also the communication between repositories is possible, if
requested by the partners. The general idea is to form a Distributed Repository, spanning over different
production locations and permitting a consistent management of the stored metadata and content. The
DMS will be based on web technologies supporting the connection to the Distributed Repositories. It
doesn’t make any difference for the DRF Main Module, if a local repository or an External Repository is
connected. The interfaces are exactly the same. In the following subchapters the requirements and the
architecture of the DMS are described. It has been agreed with the VRT, that MAMMIE will be extended
in order to be compliant to the DRF Message System.
Messaging System Architecture
The DMS should support multi-platform programming on at least Microsoft Windows and Linux
platforms (Requirement RN1). Also common programming and script languages should be supported,
like C++, .Net, Java, Ruby and Python (Requirement RN2). The underlying library should be Open
Source Software, with an active community and comprehensive library documentation, because this will
accelerate the software development process (Requirement RN3).
In the first version of the DMS communication will be based on asynchronous Request/Reply
messages. It is under discussion to add also broadcast messages later. The estimated number of
messages between the DRF Main Module and the connected repositories are less than 100 messages
per second. The selected library should not force a specific data format and is ideally data format
agnostic, so data formats like JavaScript Object Notation (JSON), Google Protocols Buffer or XML can
be used. At the moment it is still under discussion if message prioritization will be needed. Therefore,
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the DMS software architecture should be easily extendable with priority queues. Fig. 3 shows the bidirectional communication of connected modules via the DMS (Requirement RF2). It is most likely that
the DMS is based on TCP/IP sockets with direct connections of the modules. In order to communicate
with other components, every connected module has to implement the DRF Message Interface.

Figure 3: Block Diagram DRF Message System
A good candidate for the realization of the DMS is the ZeroMQ networking library [5], which acts also
like a concurrency framework. It uses an extended concept of sockets across various transport
protocols like TCP and multicast. Different messaging patterns like fanout, Publish/Subscribe, task
distribution and Request/Response are implemented. In general, with its asynchronous I/O model, it is a
flexible library to design scalable distributed applications with a broad range of different messaging
architectures including message brokers and peer-to-peer. Another candidate is RestMQ [7], an Open
Source software, based on the Redis Key-Value database [6]. Redis supports natively a list data type
which can be used as a message queue and RestMQ provides a REST interface for Redis.
The currently preferred solution is a decentralized messaging architecture with direct message
exchange between the DRF Main Module and the connected repositories (Requirement RN2), where
the DRF Main Module is the central module linking the metadata and content in the local and external
repositories together without the need for a dedicated message broker.
In Fig. 3 the DRF Message Interface has been introduced, in the following paragraph the architecture of
the interface is further specified. The message interface consists of a Multithreaded Sender and a
Multithreaded Receiver, both are running in independent processes in parallel (see Fig. 4).
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Figure 4: Block Diagram of DRF Message Interface
The Multithreaded Sender consists of a Request Thread Pool and a socket. For every request an
application wants to issue, a request object is created and inserted in the thread pool (see Fig. 4, Step
 ). Because request and response is by nature synchronous messaging, a single thread of the thread
pool manages the request handling until the response has been received (see Fig. 4, Step ) and the
result is supplied to the requesting application. The ZeroMQ socket can be configured for different
transport protocols, in our case TCP/IP connections will be used. The Multithreaded Receiver is a little
more complex and consists of a worker thread pool, a message switch, and a queue and router socket.
The router socket allows multiple senders to connect simultaneously to a receiver. All incoming requests
will be put in a queue, read by the message switch and load balanced to the worker threads in the
thread pool. Each request will be executed by an own worker thread, the request will be dispatched and
handled in an attached event listener (see Fig. 4, Step ). As a result of this, a response object will be
packaged in a response message (see Fig. 4, Step ) and send back to the requesting sender via
TCP/IP. The described message switch is called a dealer socket in ZeroMQ and forms together with the
router socket a kind of request-response message broker. This architecture could change if a different
library, like RestMQ will be chosen. The DRF Message Interface architecture is independent of the
selected programming language, but the selected event mechanism is depending on the programming
language and the best supported mechanism should be chosen.
Message Structure
In the previous chapter the requirement was defined that the underlying message transport should be
agnostic to the messaging protocol. In ZeroMQ a message is just a string without a trailing null
character and therefore this requirement is fulfilled.
JSON is chosen for the protocol layer, but also Google Protocol Buffers or other would be feasible.
The general DRF Message Definition is shown in figure 5. A request could contain a command or
signal an event, depending on the request the response could vary from a short acknowledgement to a
more elaborate response message.
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Request Message Contains…
Command or Event
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Send Requests

Command and Event Name is
Used to Select Listener

Structured
Messsage Content
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Sender
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Listener

Response Message Contains…

Return Results

Structured Message
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Figure 5: DRF Message Definition
The following table lists the different messages, which have been identified so far. In the first half of the
table event messages are defined which are sent to the DRF Main Module. The other messages are
commands to initiate actions in the remote repositories or returning the status of a device.
This table could change over time, depending on upcoming requirements. A detailed description of the
messages is given on page 18 and following pages.
Message

Description

NewContent

Either new essence or metadata are available

ContentUpdated

Existing essence or metadata are updated

ContentDeleted

Essence or metadata are deleted

CreateMetadataObject

Creates a new metadata object in the repository

ReadObjectMetadata

Reads existing metadata object

UpdateMetadataObject

Updates existing metadata object in the repository

DeleteMetadataObject

Deletes existing metadata object in the repository

Status

Returns the status from the requested device (Main module or
repository)
Table 3: DRF Messages

Message Definition
In the following chapter the defined messages will be described. First all possible message fields are
described and later on the individual messages. If differences occur they will be described, otherwise
the message field definition is valid.
Data exchange will be done in JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) format. JSON is a simple human
readable text-data interchange format. It is language independent and JSON libraries exist for many
different programming languages. JSON is widely used in web applications to transmit structured data
over network connections between servers and web clients and is a good fit as a data format for the
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DRF messages. Figure 6 shows a DRF message formatted in JSON. In general a DRF message
contains of three sections the header, body and the status section. In the following sub-chapters these
sections will be specified.
Not all message sections will be present in every message; the definition for every message specifies
the available sections.

Figure 6: Exemplary Message in JSON

Message Header Fields
The message header contains of several fields in a flat structure, there is no enclosing header tag,
because there are no benefits for message handling. Figure 7 shows the header fields of the
ReadMetadata command.

Figure 7: ReadMetadata Command with Body Field
The following header fields have been defined.
Message Name
Key

message

Description:

Name of the DRF message; Name should be used according to Table 3.

Format:

String

Example:

“message” : “CreateMetadataObject”
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Message Type
Key

type

Description:

Specifies whether this message is a request or a response.

Format:

String

Example:

“type” : “REQUEST” or “type” : “RESPONSE”

Version Number
Key

version

Description:

Message version number; Identifies the format of the message; Current
version is “1.0”.

Format:

String

Example:

“version” : “1.0”

Message Identifier
Key

messageId

Description:

Unique message identifier; 128 bit number displayed in five groups
separated by hyphens;

Format:

String

Example:

“messageId” : “cfb11f9c-89c6-4b1d-b017-3937a5150d2a”

Correlation Identifier
Key

correlationId

Description:

Identifier in the response that uniquely identifies the corresponding request.

Format:

String

Example:

“messageId” : “cfb11f9c-89c6-4b1d-b017-3937a5150d2a”

Message Sender IP-Address
Key

sender

Description:

Message sender IP address; Is also the used return address for the
response message.

Format:

String

Example:

“sender” : “192.168.0.100”

Message Receiver IP-Address
Key

receiver

Description:

Message receiver IP address; message destination;

Format:

String

Example:

“receiver” : “192.168.0.101”
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Message Creation Time
Key

timestamp

Description:

Point in time of message creation; According to ISO 8601

Format:

String

Example:

“timestamp” : “2012-07-12T11:44:12”

Status Field
The status field is part of every response message transmitted in the DRF system. Figure 8 shows a
ReadMetadata response message with a status, signalling a successful execution of the request. Used
status codes are the well known HTTP status codes defined in RFC 2616 [3].

Figure 8: ReadMetadata Response with Status Field

Key

status

Description:

HTTP status codes as defined in RFC 2616; Response messages are
containing the status field; In [3] applicable status codes are listed.

Format:

Integer

Example:

“status” : 200 Standard response for successful requests.
“status” : 500 Generic server error message.

Message Body
A Message body will not be sent in every message; it depends on the individual message if a message
body is used. The above Figure 7 shows also a message body for the ReadMetadata command. The
message body is defined as follows.
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Key

body

Description:

Nested JSON Object in Sting notation; payload container of the message;
The used tags are depending on the message. In the message definition on
the following page, the body composition is described.

Format:

String

Example:

“body” : “{ "MMOID": " 7162ea30-3613-47fd-abfe-3fc0fc23b3b0" }”

Command Messages
The following command messages have been defined for the DRF.
CreateMetadataObject
The CreateMetadataObject initiates the creation of an administrative metadata object in a DRF
repository. The receiving repository, either local or external, will create a metadata object with the data
of the body field (see Figure 9). When the metadata object has been created a response message with
status code 200 will be returned (see Figure 10). In [2] applicable status codes are listed. The
correlationId of the response contains the messageId of the request and allows the requester to
correlate the response to a specific request.
Request
{
"message": "CreateMetadataObject",
"type": "REQUEST",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "96d55390-ae4a-012f-32ee-38ac6fa57027", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:56", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"MMOID": "bc8bef7d-b02d-4735-8b50-27db70ca4c36",
"OCID": "720062d7-920f-407c-b656-9aa59bee37e3"{
…
}
}"
}

Figure 9: CreateMetadataObject Request
Response
{
"message": "CreateMetadataObject",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "81bdc59b-0c81-4ed3-b234-db8d04ab7870", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "96d55390-ae4a-012f-32ee-38ac6fa57027", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:57", /*Creation time*/
"status": 200, /*MD creation successful*/
}

Figure 10: CreateMetadataObject Response
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ReadObjectMetadata
Fetches an existing metadata object from a repository, if an object with the id is not existing an empty
message body and a 404 error needs to be returned in the status field.
Request
{
"message": "ReadObjectMetadata",
"type": "REQUEST",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "2fbaa084-a959-40d0-864c-2734323d5de9", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:56", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"MMOID": "c3a03710-eae7-4ea6-a884-686d8b2658df"}"
}
Figure 11: ReadObjectMetadata Request
Response
{
"message": "ReadObjectMetadata",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "2fbaa084-a959-40d0-864c-2734323d5de9", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:57", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"MMOID": "c3a03710-eae7-4ea6-a884-686d8b2658df",
"OCID": "720062d7-920f-407c-b656-9aa59bee37e3"{
…
}
}"
"status": 200, /*MD successfully fetched*/
}
Figure 12: ReadObjectMetadata Response
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UpdateMetadataObject
Updates an existing metadata object with the metadata supplied in the body field.
Request
{
"message": "UpdateMetadataObject",
"type": "REQUEST",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "f2ef7878-d7bb-4271-9079-e05beeef5f36", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:58", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"MMOID": "bc8bef7d-b02d-4735-8b50-27db70ca4c36",
"OCID": "720062d7-920f-407c-b656-9aa59bee37e3"{
…
}
}"
}
Figure 13: UpdateMetadataObject Request
Response
{
"message": "UpdateMetadataObject",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "79fc7127-fc59-4b63-b737-84f6d9c90ac5", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "f2ef7878-d7bb-4271-9079-e05beeef5f36", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:34:58", /*Creation time*/
"status": 200, /*MD update successful stored in repository*/
}
Figure 14: UpdateMetadataObject Response
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DeleteMetadataObject
Deletes metadata with given id from the repository.
Request
{
"message": "DeleteMetadataObject",
"type": "REQUEST",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "3f5d5c7f-f717-4438-8c56-76da4e6226d8", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:35:01", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"MMOID": "c3a03710-eae7-4ea6-a884-686d8b2658df"}"
}
Figure 15: DeleteMetadataObject Request
Response
{
"message": "DeleteMetadataObject",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "292aacd4-8675-4e9a-b513-bbff69c4b969", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "3f5d5c7f-f717-4438-8c56-76da4e6226d8", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:35:01", /*Creation time*/
"status": 200, /*MD successfully deleted */
}
Figure 16: DeleteMetadataObject Response
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GetStatus
Returns the current status of a DRF repository or the DRF main module. The status object is defined as
follows.
state – idle, busy, processing
progress – processing progress in percentage
”-“ when not applicable (in idle or busy state)
When the request cannot be fulfilled an error 500 should be returned.
Request
{
"message": "GetStatus",
"type": "REQUEST",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "2774ac4d-5e71-47ac-95a9-d9223b242949", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:35:02", /*Creation time*/
}
Figure 17: GetStatus Request

Response
{
"message": "GetStatus",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "82fc5392-82d8-4f00-9f72-5ad118a23c2a", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "2774ac4d-5e71-47ac-95a9-d9223b242949", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:35:02", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{"status": {
"state": "idle",
"progress": "-",
}
}"
"status": 200, /*Status successfully provided*/
}
Figure 18: GetStatus Response
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Event Messages
All event notifications are sharing the same message structure. The event messages are different in the
body field. The eventName specifies the type of the event and the data coming along with this event.
The data are stored in the eventData field. Table 4 the currently defined events.
Event Name

Event Description

NewContent

New Content(metadata or essence) available in
repository

ContentUpdated

Existing content modified in repository

ContentDeleted

Existing content deleted from repository
Table 4: Defined Events

Notification
{
"message": "Event",
"type": "NOTIFICATION",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "f7d15cb7-e2a6-4281-84ab-cf03eef4e652", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.100",
"receiver": "192.168.0.101",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:36:01", /*Creation time*/
"body": "{

"eventName": "NewContent",
"eventData":"{"MMOID":"c3a03710-eae7-4ea6-a884686d8b2658df"}"
}"
}
Figure 19: Event Notification
Response
{
"message": "Event",
"type": "RESPONSE",
"version": "1.0",
"messageId": "ef9f9a72-3b15-43fc-853a-e8cbff8d447a", /*UUID*/
"correlationId": "f7d15cb7-e2a6-4281-84ab-cf03eef4e652", /*UUID*/
"sender": "192.168.0.101",
"receiver": "192.168.0.100",
"timestamp": "2012-08-01T11:36:01", /*Creation time*/
"status": 200, /*Event Notification received */
}
Figure 20: Event Response
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DRF Data Interface

The DRF Data Interface is an external interface and will be described in detail in the next specification.
Currently planned is a RFC-1867 [8] conform HTTP Upload for essence and/or metadata. It should be
compatible with the MAMMIE Upload Component and should support file upload larger than 2GB.
3.3.4

DRF Main Module

The DRF Main Module (see Figure 1) is the central application for configuration and administration of
the networked distributed local repositories. The module provides a global User Application Interface
for user applications, over that a user can access all content that is stored distributed over the
connected local repositories.
To achieve this functionality, the DRF Main Module includes a Configuration Module for managing the
networked connected local repositories and an Administration Module for managing all content, which
is stored in the various networked distributed local repositories.
To provide additional services, the DRF Main Module comprises also a User Access Management
Module.
3.3.4.1

Main Module Application

The Main Module Application represents the main thread instance of the DRF Main Module
application. It realizes the functionality of the DRF data and message interface, as well as the Global
User Application Interface (see section 3.3.4.5) with inclusion (re-linking to) of the local interfaces of the
local repositories.
In addition, the Main Module Application provides the execution environment of all other functional
modules of the DRF Main Module.
3.3.4.2

User Access Management Module

The DRF will provide basic functionality regarding user access management. The DRF User Access
Management Module will hold the list of authorized users and a set of privileges per user, which define
the access rights of the user to the various types of content. In collaboration with the Administration
Module (see section 3.3.4.4), it ensures that each user can access only the content that is intended for
him.
The final detailed scope of the access management functionality still has to be defined together with the
project partners during the next months.
3.3.4.3

Configuration Management Module

Utilising the DRF, a distributed repository can be implemented based on an arbitrary number of
network-distributed local repositories. Based on a set of configuration and administration metadata, the
Configuration Management Module administrates all necessary information about all current network
connected local repositories. According to the current state of the DRF-development, this includes
information like:


Internal Repository administration UI



Network Address (URL)



Repository Type



Repository Functionality



Internal status

 ...
The number of configuration and administration parameters will be extended by some additional
parameters during the further course of the project.
The Configuration Management Module is complemented by a web-application GUI for manual
configuration of the DRF Main Module and the connected local repositories. A status monitoring of all
active local repositories is also possible based on this application.
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Administration Module

The Administration Module organizes all the distributed stored content into a global project structure,
which requires connecting different types of essence and metadata stored in distributed local
repositories. The main part of the module is a SQL-database and a data-model for administrative
metadata, which links the various types of metadata to each other and to the essence. The first version
of this data-model is described in Chapter 3.4 in more detail.
Beside the data-model, the Administration Module includes an access library for the database, which
realizes a simple API for project metadata creation, change and usage. All other sub-modules of the
DRF Main Module can access the administration metadata over this API.
3.3.4.5

User Application Interface

The global User Application Interface provides access to all content stored in all networked distributed
local repositories. It is realized as a web service and provides the whole functionality of the distributed
repository to global users as well as users who want local access to a single local repository. In this
case, the request will be re-linked to the local interface of the single local repository automatically.

3.4 DRF Administration Structure
The DRF uses administrative metadata to describe and structure the stored content and technical and
descriptive metadata. Administrative metadata is also used to configure the distributed parts of the DRF
(Requirement RF1). The administrative metadata is stored in the DRF and can be created and
accessed via web services (Requirement RF6).
The administrative part of the DRF has the following properties:
 Universal – Supports multiple usage scenarios (Requirement RF1)
 Distributed - Content and content metadata is stored in the local repositories only (Requirement
RF3)
 Agnostic – Does not handle the stored technical and descriptive metadata (Requirement RF4)
 Independent - Supports local usage without main module (Requirement RF5)
In contrast to the administrative part of the DRF the search engine accesses the stored technical and
descriptive metadata in the local repositories to build its index.

Figure 6: DRF Design
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Repository administration

To connect a local repository with the DRF Main Module the local repository has to be registered at the
DRF Main Module. Therefore information is needed like the URL of the service endpoint to access the
local repository. Other information is e.g. the type of the local repository and a label. The information
about the local repository is stored in the DRF Main Module.
In the local repository information about the DRF Main Module is stored which includes the location of
the DRF Message System.
3.4.2

Content administration

The content stored in the DRF is managed as objects, which contain components (e.g. video or
metadata). The components have at least one resource which is a version of a component or a part of a
component. Versions and multiple parts of a component for one component at the same time are also
possible. It has to be examined what is needed in the project and what is possible to realize with
MAMMIE.
Objects have properties like label, created, modified.
Components have properties like type, category, namespace, mime-type, label.
Resources have properties like draft/final, comment, created.
The content administration data stored in the Content Model can be used to do simple search requests
for objects or components by label, namespace, type etc.
To search within the stored technical and descriptive metadata the Global Search Module is used which
is developed in WP3.

Figure 7: DRF – Data Model
The objects, components and resources are stored in local repositories and in the DRF Main Module. In
the local repository the data can be modified, in DRF Main Module only the objects can be modified.
The component and resource data in DRF Main Module is a copy of the component and resource data
in the local repository plus the information about the source local repository. In the DRF Main Module
component and resource data can only be read. Via the internal messaging system the DRF Main
Module is notified about changed local components and resources and can adapt the changes in the
component and resource data of DRF Main Module. The component and resource data in the DRF
Main Module is an aggregation of the data of multiple local repositories.
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The content itself, e.g. an essence or metadata file represented by a resource of a component of an
object, is stored only in the local repository. It is accessible via a service of the local repository. If the
content is requested via the DRF Main Module the request is redirected to the local repository.

3.5 DRF REST API
A RESTful Web Service [4] is used to manage the content and the metadata, which is described in the
following sections.
Each section describes the data model and the methods for one class like object, component or
resource.
In the model part the fields of a class are listed with their type and a description. The _id and _rev field
is set by the DRF service. Fields like datecreated can be set from the DRF service. The described
models may be extended / changed during the project depending on the project requirements.
In the method part the methods are described to list, query, create, read, update and delete the classes.
The method part lists the HTTP method, e.g. GET, PUT, POST, DELETE (maybe HEAD in the future),
the path with path parameters and a description for each method. It also describes the request payload
(Input) and the response payload (Output). The described methods may be extended during the project
depending on the project requirements.
For the list and query methods it is possible to limit the number of returned data objects by using the
URL query parameter limit and the number of data objects as value. To skip data objects the skip query
parameter can be used.
To create a data object the _id and _rev field must be empty in the request. It will be set by the DRF
service and will be returned in the response.
To update an existing data object the _rev field must be the same as the stored revision in the DRF
service. If it is not the same the client version is outdated. The client can get the new version from the
server, merge it with the outdated client version and update the data object. A new revision is returned
in the response if the update succeeded.
To see if a method was successful, the DRF service responds with HTTP status codes [3]. Table 5
shows possible status codes for the different HTTP responses.
GET

POST

PUT

DELETE

Successful

200 OK

201 Created

200 OK

200 OK

Resource not found

404 Not found

404 Not found

404 Not found

404 Not found

Error

500 Server Error

500 Server Error

500 Server Error

500 Server Error

…

…

…

…

…

Table 5: HTTP Response Status Codes
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Local repository

Object
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the object

_rev

string

the revision of the object

mmo

string

HTTP URL of the main module object (empty until mmo exists)

name

string

description

string

type

string

e.g. video, process config/rules

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o

List objects

-

List<Object>

GET

.../o?{query}

Query objects (query interface tbd)

-

List<Object>

POST

.../o

Create new object

Object

Object

GET

.../o/{oid}

Read object with id = oid

-

Object

PUT

.../o/{oid}

Update object with id = oid

Object

Object

DELETE

.../o/{oid}

Delete object with id = oid

-

-

Component
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the component

_rev

string

the revision of the component

oid

string

the object id the component belongs to

mmc

string

HTTP URL of the main module component (empty until mmc exists)

type

string

the type of data, e.g. video, shot metadata, ...

namespace

string

mimetype

string

description

string

localservicedescription

string

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_media_type

URL of the description of one or more services which give access to the same data
which is also represented by this component (e.g. shot metadata).
A component can contain different versions of shot metadata of the video
component of the same object. The shot metadata is stored as a file and the DRF
does not know how to modify the metadata. Only a new version of the file with the
changed metadata can be stored.
A local service has the knowledge about the stored metadata and how to modify it.
A local service can be a special DRF service (e.g. for shot metadata) or another
(existing, old) service e.g. a database interface to access and modify the shot data.
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Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o/{oid}/c

List components of object with id = oid

-

List<Component>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c?{query}

Query components of object (query interface tbd)

-

List<Component>

GET

.../c?{query}

Query all components ?

-

List<Component>

POST

.../o/{oid}/c

Create new component

Component

Component

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}

Read component with id = oid

-

Component

PUT

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}

Update component with id = oid

Component

Component

DELETE

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}

Delete component with id = oid

-

-

Resource
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the resource

_rev

string

the revision of the resource

cid

string

the component id the resource belongs to

mmr

string

HTTP URL of the main module resource (empty until mmr exists)

status

string

draft, final, ...

md5

string

md5 hash of the file

size

string

the size of the file

description

string

datecreated

string

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o/{oid}/c{cid}/r

List resources of component with id = cid

-

List<Resource>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c{cid}/r?{query}

Query resources of component (interface tbd)

-

List<Resource>

GET

.../r?{query}

Query all resources?

-

List<Resource>

POST

.../o/{oid}/c{cid}/r

Create new resource

Resource

Resource

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}

Read resource with id = oid

-

Resource

PUT

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}

Update resource with id = oid

Resource

Resource

DELETE

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}

Delete resource with id = oid

-

-

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}/file

Read resource file

-

“File”

POST/PUT?

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}/file

Create resource file

“File”

-
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MainModule
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the main module

_rev

string

the revision of the main module

name

string

servicelocation

string

HTTP URL of the main module

messagelocation

string

messaging system location of the main module

accesstoken

string

security token for signing messages to main module

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../mm

List main modules

-

List<MainModule>

GET

.../mm?{query}

Query main modules (query interface tbd)

-

List<MainModule>

POST

.../mm

Create new main module

MainModule

MainModule

GET

.../mm/{ mmid }

Read main module with id = mmid

-

MainModule

PUT

.../mm/{ mmid }

Update main module with id = mmid

MainModule

MainModule

DELETE

.../mm/{ mmid }

Delete main module with id = mmid

-

-

3.5.2

Main module

Object
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the object

_rev

string

the revision of the object

name

string

description

string

type

string

e.g. video, process config/rules

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o

List objects

-

List<Object>

GET

.../o?{query}

Query objects (query interface tbd)

-

List<Object>

POST

.../o

Create new object

Object

Object

GET

.../o/{oid}

Read object with id = oid

-

Object

PUT

.../o/{oid}

Update object with id = oid

Object

Object

DELETE

.../o/{oid}

Delete object with id = oid

-

-
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Component
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the component

_rev

string

the revision of the component

oid

string

the object id of the main module the component belongs to

type

string

the type of data, e.g. video, shot metadata, ...

namespace

string

mimetype

string

description

string

localservicedescription

string

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_media_type

URL of the description of one or more services which give access to the same data
which is also represented by this component (e.g. shot metadata).
A component can contain different versions of shot metadata of the video
component of the same object. The shot metadata is stored as a file and the DRF
does not know how to modify the metadata. Only a new version of the file with the
changed metadata can be stored.
A local service has the knowledge about the stored metadata and how to modify it.
A local service can be a special DRF service (e.g. for shot metadata) or another
(existing, old) service e.g. a database interface to access and modify the shot data.

lc

string

HTTP URL of the local component

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o/{oid}/c

List components of object with id = oid

-

List<Component>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c?{query}

Query components of object (query interface tbd)

-

List<Component>

GET

.../c?{query}

Query all components ?

-

List<Component>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}

Read component with id = oid

-

Component

Resource
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the resouorce

_rev

string

the revision of the resource

cid

string

the component id of the main module the resource belongs to

status

string

draft, final, ...

md5

string

md5 hash of the file

size

string

the size of the file

description

string

datecreated

string

lr

string

HTTP URL of the local resource
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Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../o/{oid}/c{cid}/r

List resources of component with id = cid

-

List<Resource>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c{cid}/r?{query}

Query resources of component (interface tbd)

-

List<Resource>

GET

.../r?{query}

Query all resources ?

-

List<Resource>

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}

Read resource with id = oid

-

Resource

GET

.../o/{oid}/c/{cid}/r/{rid}/file

Redirect to local resource file via HTTP Code 307
Temporary Redirect

Redirect

LocalRepository
Model
Attribute

Type

Description

_id

string

the id of the local repository

_rev

string

the revision of the local repository

name

string

accesstoken

string

security token for checking messages from the local repository

servicelocation

string

HTTP URL of the local repository

Methods
HTTP

Path

Description

Input

Output

GET

.../lr

List local repositories

-

List<LocalRepository>

GET

.../lr?{query}

Query local repositories (query interface tbd)

-

List<LocalRepository>

POST

.../lr

Create new local repositorie

LocalRepository

LocalRepository

GET

.../lr/{ lrid }

Read local repositorie with id = lrid

-

LocalRepository

PUT

.../lr/{ lrid }

Update local repositorie with id = lrid

LocalRepository

LocalRepository

DELETE

.../lr/{ lrid }

Delete local repositorie with id = lrid

-

-
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Glossar y

Terms used within the TOSCA-MP project, sorted alphabetically.
DRF
Distributed Repository Framework
Partner Acronyms
DTO
Technicolor, DE
EBU

European Broadcasting Union, CH

FBK

Fondazione Bruno Kessler, FBK

HHI

Heinrich Hertz Institut, Fraunhofer Gesellschaft zur Förderung der Angewandten
Forschung e.V., DE

IRT

Institut für Rundfunktechnik GmbH, DE

K.U.Leuven

Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, BE

JRS

JOANNEUM RESEARCH Forschungsgesellschaft mbH, AT

PLY

Playence KG, AT

RAI

Radiotelevisione Italiana S.p.a., IT

VRT

De Vlaamse Radio en Televisieomroeporganisatie NV, BE
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